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1. Introduction

We describe two variations on the Deutsch–Schorr–Waite (henceforth, simply D–S–W) algorithm for marking finite, rooted, binary, directed graphs (henceforth simply referred to as graphs) which dispense with the tag bit while retaining the same overall structure. The first variation handles all graphs, just as D–S–W, but trades average $O(\log n)$ (worst case $O(n)$) workspace and $O(n)$ time for $O(1)$ workspace and average $O(n \log n)$ (worst case $O(n^2)$) time. The second variation achieves both $O(1)$ workspace and $O(n)$ time but at the expense of not being able to correctly handle cyclic graphs. The variations demonstrate the gains that can be made through careful analysis of loop invariants and, by keeping the overall structure of a well-known algorithm, represent a gain in clarity over previous tag-free marking algorithms [4]. We also present some arguments to support the conjecture that $O(1)$ workspace and worst case $O(n)$ time are not simultaneously achievable.

2. Comparison with previous work

Marking algorithms are extensively covered in several sources, for example, [1] and [2]. All these algorithms, however, require at least $O(n)$ (worst case) workspace or require the graph to be stored in a particular format in memory (e.g., all links must point downward in memory). The best known work on tagless marking was done by Lindstrom [1,2]. His first algorithm, while elegantly simple, suffers from its inability to handle cycles predictably and, because it does not recognize shared subtrees, has worst case $O(2^n)$ time. His second algorithm solves these problems and achieves the same workspace and time complexities as the first variation on D–S–W, which we present here, but suffers from a convoluted operation/presentation that makes comprehension difficult.

D–S–W and its link-reversal technique have already given rise to several variations [2]. In its original form, the algorithm requires one tag bit per node, i.e., $O(n)$ space. The tag bits can be replaced with a bit stack as deep as the deepest node in the graph, which reduces the workspace to average $O(\log n)$ but the worst case is still $O(n)$. Knuth proposes to get around the need for a tag bit by using the atom bit as a tag bit during marking, but an atom bit is not guaranteed to be part of the structure since atoms may be identified by the region they occupy in memory rather than by a bit in each cell.

Our first variation on D–S–W avoids both the clarity and the workspace problems and marks both cyclic and acyclic graphs but gives up $O(n)$ time. Our second variation on D–S–W regains $O(n)$ time but gives up the ability to mark cyclic graphs.

In order to prepare for the discussion of our variations on D–S–W, in this section we present our version of D–S–W and prove it to be correct and linear.

We begin by describing our data structure. It consists of a collection of atoms and nodes and the special pointer value vroot. Let x be a pointer. If x is a node, then x.l and x.r are pointers to other nodes or atoms, and x.ml and x.m2 are boolean mark fields (or a mark field and a tag field). Initially, x.l = L x and x.r = R x. If x is an atom, then only the boolean mark field x.m exists. Furthermore, predicate atom (x) has the value “x is an atom”. Pointer value nil is assumed to point to an atom in order to avoid certain tests, but these tests can be added if this is not the case. Pointer value vroot points to a node with vroot.l pointing to the graph and vroot.r = vroot. Finally, all the mark fields are assumed to be reset at the beginning of the algorithm.

Our version of D–S–W maintains two pointers upper and lower, which delimit a path in the original graph leading from upper to lower. During operation, there is a path in the current graph from upper via left pointers to vroot. We also use a switch dir with values up and down indicating the direction we are moving in the graph. Initially, upper = vroot, lower points to the root of the graph, and dir = down. Whenever we encounter a new node (i.e., an unmarked node), we set its ml-field, add it at the head of the path traced out from upper, and go mark its left subgraph. Upon returning from the left subgraph, as identified by the ml-field being set but the m2-field still reset, we set the m2-field to indicate on return to this node that both subgraphs have been marked, save the pointer to the left subgraph in the r-field, and go mark the right subgraph. Upon returning from the right subgraph, we restore the pointers and ascend the path from upper in search of a node for which the right subgraph has not yet been marked. If we ascend all the way to vroot, then we are done. Whenever we encounter an atom, we mark it and begin ascending. Whenever we encounter an old (previously marked) node during descent, we simply begin ascending.

The state of affairs created by the operation of D–S–W is captured in the following five-piece invariant:

(i) There is a path P of nodes in the current graph leading from upper to vroot via left pointers.
(ii) Every node x in P has x.l = L x and x.r = R x.
(iii) Every unmarked node reachable in the original graph is reachable in the current graph via a path of unmarked nodes starting with either R x where x is a node on path P or with lower if dir = down.
(iv) If upper.m2 is set, then lower = R upper and upper.r = L upper; otherwise, lower = L upper and upper.r = R upper.
(v) For all nodes x on path P except vroot, if x.ml.m2 is set, then x = R x and x.l.r = L x-; otherwise, x = L x and x.l.r = R x-

D–S–W is then given as follows:

upper, lower, dir := vroot, vroot.l, down;
do (upper <> vroot or dir <> down) →
if descent-to-new-node →
  lower, lower.l, upper, upper.m1 := lower.l, upper, true
  ascent-from-left-subgraph →
  lower, upper.r, upper.m2, dir := upper.r, lower, true.
  ascent-from-right-subgraph →
  lower, upper, upper.l, upper.r := upper, upper.l, upper.r, lower
  descent-to-old-node → dir := up
fi

where the tests in the guarded-command conditional statements are as follows (cand is a short-circuiting and):

descent-to-new-node = =
  dir = down and not atom (lower) and not lower.m1
To see that this loop is executed a linear number of times, we observe that success for the tests
of the first two guarded-command conditional
statements will result in a mark field being changed
from false to true, and hence each of these tests
only succeeds n times. Success for the third test
will result in one node being removed from path
P. Since nodes are only added through the first
guarded-command conditional statement, only n
nodes will be added to path; this test, therefore,
succeeds n times. The last two conditions only
succeed when dir = down and change dir to up;
therefore, dir must be reset to down between each
success for either of these tests, i.e., the second test
must have succeeded at some intervening time.
Hence, together, these tests succeed n + 1 times.
Thus, the total number of times any of the tests
can succeed is 4n + 1. The disjunction of the tests,
however, is a tautology and, so, every time the
loop is executed, one of them must succeed. The
loop, hence, is executed at most 4n + 1 times, and
the algorithm has O(n) time.

Upon termination of the loop, upper = vroot
and dir = down, so path P will consist only of
vroot*, and by invariants (ii) and (iii), the data
structure will be correctly marked (i.e., all nodes
reachable in the original graph will be marked and
all pointers will be returned to their original val-
ues).
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Our first variation is the result of the observation
that a sixth statement may be added to the
above invariant:

(vi) For all nodes y*, y*.ml is set iff either
y*.m2 is set or y* is on path P.

Using this new invariant, we see that we can
remove all references to the ml-fields from the
code for D–S–W. At termination, the m2-fields in
all of the nodes reachable in the original graph
will be set, so we can treat this field as the mark
field rather than as the tag field as it is tradition-
ally considered. (Hence, the choice of the names
ml and m2 rather than mark and tag.) In the first
guarded-command conditional statement, we sim-
ply eliminate this field from the block set op-
eration. In the first and fifth tests, we replace the
test of lower*.ml with the disjunction (lower*.m2
or onpath (lower*)) where onpath (lower*) is a pre-
dicate which scans path P searching for node
lower*, returning true if it finds the node before
reaching vroot*, and returning false otherwise. To
avoid making the execution speed any worse than
necessary, a short-circuiting or should be used. A
further improvement in execution speed can be
obtained by keeping track of the shallowest node on
path P for which the m2-field has not been set
and stopping the search if this node is reached
without finding node lower*. Even with these im-
provements, onpath (lower*) takes time propor-
tional to the depth of node lower* in the original
graph which averages O(log n) and worst case is
n. Hence, this variation, while eliminating one of
the mark fields (i.e., eliminating the tag), raises the
time complexity from O(n) to average O(n log n)
and worst case O(n^2).

Our next variation comes as a result of the
observation that, by parts (iv) and (v) of the
invariant, onpath (lower) will only succeed if a
cycle exists in the original graph. Hence, our sec-
ond variation simply eliminates the onpath tests
from the preceding variation. This restores the
algorithm to operating in O(n) time but at the
cost of the additional precondition that the graph
be known to be acyclic. Actually, this is not all
that difficult to be sure of in a normal LISP-sys-
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Thus, analysis of loop invariants for D–S–W has enabled us to eliminate the tag bits from the algorithm. If we know the graph is acyclic, then this can be done without additional cost, but if cycles are possible in the graph, then linear time must be abandoned for worst-case quadratic time to eliminate the tag bits. This, unfortunately, makes the first variation only of academic interest.

5. A conjecture

One consolation is that it may be impossible to mark all cyclic structures using a bounded workspace while maintaining linear time complexity. We present the outline of an argument (not a proof) as to why this conjecture might be true. The argument is based on the following summary of the operation of any marking algorithm:

The algorithm in some way maintains a number of sets of nodes. These sets are in a specific order, and each step in the algorithm involves modifying a node and/or moving it to a higher order set. Upon reaching the highest set, the pointers in the node are the same as they were initially, and the mark field in the node is set. During any given step, when a node is processed, one of its links may be followed to find a possibly new node. (The only node in the sets initially is \(v_{\text{root}}\).) If the node is not already in one of the sets, it is added to one of the sets. This process continues until all of the nodes are in the final set.

In order for the algorithm to operate in linear time, each of the steps above (getting a node from one of the sets other than the final set, moving it to a new set, testing possibly new nodes for membership in the sets, and adding definitely new nodes to the sets) must operate in average time independent of the number of nodes and of the graph structure. Hence, constant time may only be exceeded for a decreasing fraction of the operations on nodes as \(n\) becomes large. For example, Morris’s tree-traversal algorithm contains two nested loops each of which may take up to \(n\) cycles to complete, but maintains \(O(n)\) time because the inner-loop can execute at most \(2n\) times [5]. Hence, the number of times the inner loop can take say \(O(\log n)\) time to execute is \(O(n/\log n)\). Thus, as \(n\) gets large, the fraction of the executions of the outer loop for which the inner loop takes greater than constant time gets small. The argument is based on indications that these tasks cannot all be achieved with constant average time if the workspace is restricted to the pointer and mark fields and a fixed number of additional pointers and other constant width variables.

To see that this is likely to be the case, we make the following initial observations. First, because only one link may be processed at a time on a node, there must be at least three sets being manipulated by the algorithm (i.e., no links processed, one link processed, and both links processed). D–S–W and our variations all use four sets. To test membership in a fixed time, the algorithm must be able to check a boolean field in each node which is set when the node is added to one of the sets. (This can be shown to be the case by noting that, otherwise, the algorithm would have to scan through all of its pointers and all of its sets looking for the node since, in a cyclic graph, a pointer can lead anywhere, and hence, no nodes could be excluded from the search.) This field can only be the mark field. With the mark field in use, the algorithm must encode all other necessary information (e.g., which of the three or more sets the node is a member of) in the link fields of the data structure. Studies of the information needed in these fields merely to define the structure, however, indicate that the space is probably not available in a form which can be accessed in fixed time. The possibility of merely maintaining a fixed average time for each of the operations which does not vary when \(n\) is changed is also unlikely to be possible, since, as indicated above, as \(n\) increases, the nodes requiring nonconstant time for any of the operations must be a decreasing fraction of all the nodes, but the structures which require nonconstant time can appear with increasing frequency in the graph. Because these last two points have not been formally proven yet, this limitation on marking algorithms is now only a conjecture.

6. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a tagless variation on the Deutsch–Schorr–Waite algorithm exists...
which has $O(1)$ space, but $O(n \log n)$ (worst case $O(n^2)$) time. We have also demonstrated that a second variation which only works on acyclic graphs can achieve linear time as well as constant workspace. We have also indicated why linear time and constant workspace may not be simultaneously attainable by any algorithm on all graphs. If true, this would imply that, while there is space for additional information in the pointer fields of the nodes, this information is not available for rapid exploitation without placing additional constraints on the storage format. The questions that remain to be answered are whether the conjecture is correct, and whether or not an algorithm can be constructed having either better average or better worst-case time complexity than our variations on D-S-W. If it turns out that linearity is impossible, a next best step might be an algorithm that could be applied to all graphs and that was linear for a significant subset of them (e.g., all acyclic graphs). This is a research problem, too.
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